Couples’ Relationship Quality and Contraceptive Use in Kumasi, Ghana

TABLE 1. Items for independent variables measuring five dimensions of relationship quality
Variable

Item

Likert scale
range/item

Commitment Subscale

I expect my love for my current partner to last for the rest of my life
I view my relationship with my current partner as permanent
I am committed to maintaining my relationship with my current partner
I have confidence in the stability of my relationship with my current partner

1–9

Trust Scale

My partner is perfectly honest and truthful with me
I feel I can trust my partner completely
My partner is truly sincere in his/her promises
My partner treats me fairly and justly
I feel that my partner can be counted on to help me

1–7

Constructive Communication Subscale

We try to discuss the problem
We express our feelings to each other
We suggest possible solutions and compromises

1–10

Destructive Communication Subscale

We threaten each other with negative consequences
I call my partner names, swear at him/her or attack his/her character
My partner calls me names, swears at me or attacks my character

1–10

Satisfaction

Please rate how happy you are in your relationship

1–6

Variables
•Dependent variable. Our dependent variable is women’s
current contraceptive use, divided into three categories:
no use (the reference group), use of a nonawareness
method and use of an awareness method. Nonawareness
methods are those that can be used without the male partner’s knowledge: the injectable, pill, IUD, implant and
diaphragm. Of course, these methods are not always used
covertly. Awareness methods typically cannot be used
without both partners’ knowledge, and include periodic
abstinence, withdrawal, condoms and spermicides.
The rationale for using these categories was based on
the objective of this analysis—to identify associations between couples’ relationship quality and contraceptive use.
We hypothesized that the association between relationship quality and use would depend on how involved one’s
partner needs to be in the decision to initiate or continue
use of specific methods.
•Independent variables. Our key independent variables assessed five dimensions of relationship quality, as reported
by both women and men: commitment, trust, constructive
communication, destructive communication and relationship satisfaction. This last dimension was measured by a
single question that asked respondents to “rate how happy
you are in your relationship.” The other measures were
adapted from validated scales. For all relationship quality items, respondents were asked to indicate their level of
agreement using a Likert scale in which the lowest score
was 1 and the highest score varied by scale (from 6 to 10).
*The original Constructive Communication Subscale, which was developed by Heavey et al.,40 measured both constructive and destructive
communication, which we analyzed as separate variables so that we
could assess the two constructs independently. Furthermore, when
both subscales are combined into one scale, the score is calculated by
subtracting the destructive communication score from the constructive
communication score; hence individuals who score similarly on both
subscales will also have similar overall scores, regardless of whether the
individual scores were high, low or somewhere in between. We felt it was
important to keep these groups of individuals distinct, and thus analyzed the subscales separately.
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The Commitment Subscale, adapted from the Sternberg
Triangular Love Scale,38 is based on four items regarding
a person’s current love for their partner and long-term
commitment to their relationship (Table 1). The five-item
Dyadic Trust Scale is adapted from a scale developed by
Larzelere and Huston39 to measure interpersonal trust in
a relationship. Benevolence and honesty are the two attributes of trust assessed by this scale. The Constructive
Communication Subscale and Destructive Communication Subscale are adapted from the Communication Patterns Questionnaire.40,41 The first subscale measures the
frequency of a couple’s constructive communication behavior during times of conflict, and includes three items
assessing mutual discussion, expression and negotiation.
The second subscale measures the frequency of a couple’s
destructive communication behavior during conflict; its
three items assess threatening and verbal aggression to
and from one’s partner.*
All scales were additive; however, some items required
reverse scoring, which was done before summing the total
score for each. For every scale other than destructive communication, a high score is more desirable. In a previous
study, a confirmatory factor analysis of the scales was conducted using the FHWS data and a good fit was obtained
after respecifying the scales by dropping items with low
factor loadings.43 (Table 1 shows only the retained items
following this analysis.) All scales showed high internal
consistency, with Cronbach’s alphas above 0.80.
We included other independent variables that are commonly believed to be associated with contraceptive use.
Social and demographic variables were women’s age, education and religion; household and couple characteristics
were household wealth, relationship type (in a monogamous or polygynous union as reported by the woman),
relationship status (married or cohabiting), relationship
duration, differences in age and education between partners, and number of children. Ownership of assets and the
presence of certain household characteristics were used to
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